
Unpack FXDIVERSE archive into any folder 
Run your MT4 terminal and go to menu File -> Open Data 
Folder.  
Copy MQL4 folder from your unpacked directory into 
opened MT4 terminal directory  
Restart your MT4 terminal. Login in to your trading account.  
drag and drop FXDIVERSE into the any single chart with 
timeframe M30 only**.

Don’t forget to check marks box on Common tab: 

Allow live trading                                                  allow dll imports 

** DO NOT PUT IT ON ANY OTHER charts to avoid DUPLICATion of 
TRADES 



Lot - The Fix lot size witch you want to use for trading.  

AutoLots - If you want robot to auto calculate the lot size 
set to TRUE. If FALSE, then you will trade with lot size which 
you’ve set above. 

Risk - The percentage of the deposit which you are ready to 
take risks. In the worst circumstances, you will not lose 
more than the value which you set. Works only with 
AutoLots = TRUE 

CustomTPmode - If you want to set TP by hand set this 
parameter to TRUE. Leave it FALSE for auto calculation of 
TP 

CustoмTP - Value of TP in the currency of deposit. Works 
only with CustomTPmode = TRUE 

AutoTP -  Value of TP in percent of deposit. We recommend 
use this parameter with AutoLots = TRUE 

DynamicTPmode - A mode in which the TP will increase 
depending on the number of waves in the market 

Settings

Example: 

If you set CustomTp=100 and your deposit is $1000, then at the time 
when orders reach a total of $100 proFit, all trades will be closed. 
And afterward you will have $1100 in your account

Example: 

If you set AUTotp=10% and your deposit is $1000, then at the time 
when orders reach a total of $100 (10% of you current deposit) 
proFit, all trades will be closed. SO you will have $1100 in your 
account.

Example: 

the strategy of the ea includes increasing of orders sometimes. So 
if you want advisor automatically increase your TP with increasing 
amount of orders - set this parameter to TRUE.



CloseAll - If TRUE all orders will be closed immediately 

StartNext - If you don’t want to start new trades right 
after when the EA reaches TP - set this parameter to FALSE. 
By default  StartNext=TRUE 

AccountMicro – You should set to TRUE if you trading on 
micro-account. If the size of one EURUSD pip with 0.1 lot 
equals $1 thats mean you have a standard account and the 
value of the parameter should be FALSE by default 

Step - The step (in pips) through which the EA will open the 
second wave of orders in case of loss. 

NumberOfOrders - The number of orders in one wave   
(from 3 to 10) 

Magic - You can leave this by default. this is a unique 
number that allows the robot to track its trades. 

EURGBP, GBPUSD, EURAUD etc. - If you want to trade with 
particular pairs set them to TRUE, if don’t - FALSE 

TrendPeriod - period of time which The ea will use for 
determining the trend of the market.  

example: 

The advisor always chooses pairs with the most reliable and 
strongest signal from the pairs which you chosen. If you chosen 15 
currency pairs and NumberOfOrders=5, it means that the advisor 
will choose 5 pairs (from 15 currency pairs) with the best signals 
and open orders.

This parameter can have only two following options**:  
- for weekly (global) period of time you should set 10 080 min  
- For daily(Local) period of time you should set 1440 min 

                  **Don’t set any other values of this parameter



The minimum requirements for deposit for lot 0.01 is $1200, 
but be aware that you will trade with 100% risk! 

The recommended settings for trading with lot 0.01 is $3600 
on the deposit and autotp=35%.  

also we provide two set Files with recommended settings 
which are reliable and time-proven.  

In your personal area you can download any of the set File 
with our settings and add it into your advisor. Just press the 
"Download set" below the statistics graph which you like the 
best. After downloading click in the "Load" button in the tab 
with inputs, Find the downloaded set and press “open”. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 


